
COLLECTION OVERVIEW



SHIRTS

PD001 - Posi Box Tee PD002 - 8-Ball Reflection Tee PD003 - Plumage Tee
WP: 10,90 EUR WP: 10,90 EUR WP: 10,90 EURRRP: 24,90 EUR RRP: 24,90 EUR RRP: 24,90 EUR
Posi� vity = prosperity: the simple print on the chest has a clear 
message. But, the star a� rac� on of this shirt is hidden on the back 
where the two Pink Dolphin logos are combined in a colored print. 
The plus sign that has represented the brand‘s posi� ve vibe since 
the label was founded is combined with the dolphin, Pink Dolphin’s 
legendary “heraldic animal”.

As a ta� oo, as a patch or as a print – the billiard ball with the num-
ber 8 is inseparable from Californian street style. On this classic-cut 
T-shirt, the cool symbol is a shiny metallic print with large Pink Dol-
phin le� ering – discreet on the front and unmissable on the back.



SHIRTS

PD004 - Ying Yang Tee PD005 - Level Up Tee PD006 - Summer Waves Tee
WP: 10,90 EUR WP: 10,90 EUR WP: 10,90 EURRRP: 24,90 EUR RRP: 24,90 EUR RRP: 24,90 EUR
It‘s the balance of opposites that makes life interes� ng – Pink 
Dolphin‘s philosophy is pre� y much in line with the idea of Yin and 
Yang. This is also refl ected in the logo prints on this classic T-shirt 
– two dolphins form the yin yang circle, surrounded by the Pink 
Dolphin le� ering in an Asian style.

Waves, a dolphin and the Pink Dolphin plus sign – the comic-style 
print on this classic T-shirt gives the brand’s emblems a completely 
diff erent look. Printed small on the front at chest pocket height and 
large on the back, this one’s defi nitely impossible to miss.

The Pink Dolphin logo with two dolphins leaping from the waves 
has long since become an unmistakable trademark for the casual 
California lifestyle. On this classic-cut shirt, it is reinterpreted as a 
large print in muted colors on the front, while the back is adorned 
with the brand‘s original logo on the neck.



SHIRTS

PD009 - Electric Waves Tee PD010 - Supper Tee PD011 - Aqua Flame Tee
WP: 10,90 EUR WP: 10,90 EUR WP: 10,90 EURRRP: 24,90 EUR RRP: 24,90 EUR RRP: 24,90 EUR
The 80s are back, and they’ve brought a very stylish shirt with 
them. The familiar waves of the Pink Dolphin logo are not an 
image, but are instead depicted as a word, wri� en in 80s-style 
neon colors. The back of the shirt bears the original logo in Japane-
se le� ering.

Pink Dolphin with a diff erence Instead of the familiar symbols, 
this cool shirt features only the word “Dolphin” and a comic-style 
graphic. The original logo adorns the back of the classic-cut shirt as 
a small monochrome print.

Fire meets water in the large print that graces the back of this 
classic T-shirt. The typical dolphin from the Pink Dolphin logo is in 
fl aming green and framed by the Pink Dolphin le� ering. Another 
smaller dolphin print on the front completes the look.



SHIRTS

PD012 - Pocket P Tee PD013 - Club Crest Tee PD014 - Letterbox Tee
WP: 10,90 EUR WP: 10,90 EUR WP: 10,90 EURRRP: 24,90 EUR RRP: 24,90 EUR RRP: 24,90 EUR
This classically cut T-shirt does away with brand logos and le� ering. 
And yet it is by no means understated thanks to the large mul� -co-
lored print on the back with the Pink Dolphin plus sign and the 
smaller “PD” as a colored front print at chest pocket height.

Join the club! This classic T-shirt is a clear commitment to the casu-
al California lifestyle. The essen� al elements are all there: the two 
dolphins and the waves with Pink Dolphin le� ering on the front. 
Another smaller logo print on the neck completes the casual look.

The color print on this classic T-shirt is understated and very stylish. 
The Trendy le� erbox format graphic shows the jumping dolphin 
as a symbol of the Pink Dolphin philosophy. On the back, another 
smaller logo print on the neck completes the casual look.



SHIRTS

PD015 - Roll Tide Tee PD016 - Horizon Tee PD017 - Digital Waves Tee
WP: 10,90 EUR WP: 10,90 EUR WP: 10,90 EURRRP: 24,90 EUR RRP: 24,90 EUR RRP: 24,90 EUR
Sun, ac� on, laid-back lifestyle – everything that Pink Dolphin 
represents featuring a colorful print that adorns the back and front 
of this T-shirt. The comic-style graphic says it all, which is why this 
item has no Pink Dolphin logo.

Perhaps the coolest picture puzzle of the year – who can fi nd the 
dolphin in this chilled-out print of the beach fi rst? Even though the 
large print on the front has no wri� ng, there‘s no mistaking this 
T-shirt – the small logo print on the neck says it all.

The Pink Dolphin print on this classic-cut T-shirt has a dis� nct rock 
star look. The typeface and the comic-style wave is showed off  
perfectly on the simple monotone shirt. Another smaller logo print 
on the neck completes the casual look.



SHIRTS

PD025 - Wave Sport Tee
WP: 10,90 EUR RRP: 24,90 EUR



HOODIES

PD007 - Mr Posi Sketch Hoody PD008 - 8-Ball Reflection Zip Hoody
WP: 20,90 EUR WP: 20,90 EURRRP: 49,90 EUR RRP: 49,90 EUR
Pink Dolphin is on fi re – and never more so than with the scribbled 
print on this classic-cut hoodie. On the so� , mono color sweatshirt 
fabric, the colorful Pink Dolphin Plus stands out beau� fully against 
the stylized fl ames.

Make a statement with your basics – that‘s exactly what the large 
print in shiny metallic blue on the back of this zip hoodie does. In 
addi� on to the classic 8-ball symbol, it is above all the Pink Dolphin 
logo that a� racts the eye. An iden� cal logo in a smaller format 
graces the front of the hoodie.



SHORTS

PD020 - Wave Sport Short
WP: 16,90 EUR RRP: 39,90 EUR



HALFZIP

PD024 - Bold Track Halfzip
WP: 28,90 EUR RRP: 69,90 EUR



PANTS

PD023 - Bold Track Pant
WP: 20,90 EUR RRP: 49,90 EUR



JACKETS

PD027 - Wave Crew Anorak
WP: 28,90 EUR RRP: 69,90 EUR



JACKETS

PD029 - LTD Motorsports Modena Windbreaker
WP: 28,90 EUR RRP: 69,90 EUR


